This paper studies certain inverse problems in the optimal frequency-domain synthesis of robust controllers, in both the 2-norm and the infinity-norm. These inverse problems identify the class of controllers which are optimal for some choice of weights. Their implications for loopshaping are discussed.
Introduction
We begin by setting up the problem formulation, and giving some of our notation and terminology.
Consider the familiar setup of Figure 1 . The plant to be controlled will be denoted by GO($). The feedback con-
troller is denoted by K ( s ) , and the loop gain L(s) is defined as L(s) = Go(s)K(s). The sensitivity function is

Y O )
S(s) = --
This is the transfer function from the disturbance input d(s) to the plant's output y(s). As is well known [9] , a fundamental design objective is to obtain a IS(jw)l which is sufficiently small. This objective is required for (i) sensitivity reduction, and (ii) disturbance attenuation. The complementary sensitivity function is which is the transfer function from the measurement noise input m(s) to minus the plant's output -y(s). Another fundamental design objective is to obtain a IT(jw)l which is sufficiently small. This objective is required for (i) robustness of stability, and (ii) measurement noise attenuation.
As is well known [9] , the fact that constitutes a fundamental limitation to what feedback can do. It means that there is an unavoidable tradeoff between keeping both lS(jw)l and IT(jo)( small. Moreover, another fundamental limitation is that the closed loop system be stable. This requirement means that the functions S(s) and T ( s ) must be analytic in the closed right half plane (CRHP) and must obey certain interpolation constraints 131. Hence, it is usually the case that equality in (1) cannot be achieved at every frequency. This necessitates trading off one frequency against another.
A popular approach to practical frequency-domain design is to think of these objectives and limitations on a frequencyby-frequency basis, and to give IS(jw)l and IT(jw)l desirable "shapes", an approach nowadays termed "loopshaping". This is not always an easy task. Indeed, the two fundamental limitations make loopshaping a deep and subtle problem.
One approach to loopshaping is to use optimization to find a suitable controller. The following such optimal synthesis problems will be considered in this paper. Let ET( denote the set of all linear time-invariant (LTI) controllers that stabilize the given plant. We will deal with the I-block 2-norm problems, with the 1-block infinity-norm problems, inf II WI S I L II W2TlIm. This paper studies the inverse optimality question for the above problems. That is, given a plant and a specific stabilizing controller, does there exist weights (Wl , W2) for which the given controller is the optimal solution of one of these optimal synthesis problems. There is already a literature on these problems [7, 5, 61, and certain related problems [2], and we refer to these papers in more detail later.
The remainder of this section gives some further notation which will be needed, and it states our assumptions. Section 2 settles the inverse problems for the I-block cases. Section 3 gives some preliminary observations on the key role played by so-called positive real-axis contact frequencies. Section 4 contain the paper's main results, giving the solution to the 2-block 2-norm and infinity-norm inverse problems. Section 5 gives an example and Section 6 discusses the results. Finally, proofs are given in the appendix.
Some further notation will be needed. We adopt the notational convention that L, S and T inherit the subscript of the controller, that is, Lo, SO, and TO are the loop gain, sensitivity function, and complementary sensitivity function, respectively, given by KO, and similarly LI , SI and Ti correspond to controller K I .
We now state our assumptions. Throughout this paper, the plant GO and the controller KO are viewed as fixed and given. The assumptions are A1 GO and KO are real-rational transfer functions. So they A2 KO stabilizes GO.
A3 GO and KO are SISO.
A4
Both GO and KO have no imaginary axis poles or zeros, infinity included. In particular, they are therefore biproper.
The above assumptions will be applied throughout this paper. Note that A4 is a very strong assumption. It is possible to remove Assumption A4 in most of the results, but for reasons of exposition we decided to keep the assumption. In [4] (on which this paper is based) this assumption is not required, at the expense of a more involved theory. 
(4 P(K0) < Z(G0).
The result says that with weighted sensitivity minimization, the infinity-norm case and 2-norm case reach the same set of controllers. This set of controllers is fully determined by the condition that no other controller can reduce IS(jw)l at every frequency, including infinity (Part (c)). Part (d) gives the elegant answer to these questions. If GO has no unstable zeros, then Z( GO) = 0 and therefore Part (d) can not be met. Indeed, in such cases infK,q I\ WISllm = 0 = infK,, (1 WI Sllz and no (finite) controller KO can achieve this. A controller that violates Part (c) would be a poor controller from the point of view of the sensitivity function. Therefore, in this respect, all controllers we might possibly be interested in can in principle be reached via both infinitynorm and 2-norm minimization.
The situation with the complementary sensitivity function is similar.
Theorem2.2.
Suppose that assumptions A1 to A4 are obeyed. The following statements are equivalent. 
The role of SI B+ contact frequencies
A key role is played by the frequencies w, where the loop gain L( j w ) is real and nonnegative,
These frequencies wc E B U {CO} are called the R+ contact frequencies. The R+ contact frequencies are important for two reasons. Firstly, the inequality
is an equality iff w is an R+ contact frequency U,. Indeed, since S + T = 1 we can have equality in (2) iff both S ( j w ) and T ( j w ) are in [ 
Part (a) is the infinity-norm inverse optimality question. Parts (a) and (b) show that a controller is not optimal for any 2-block infinity norm problem if and only if both IS(jw)l and IT(jo)l can be strictly decreased at every w, including infinity. Parts (c) and (d) give testable conditions for this.
Part (e) demonstrates a key difference between 2-norm and infinity-norm inverse optimality. These properties are intimately linked with, respectively, the questions of whether or not (S(jw)I and IT(jw)( can be decreased at almost every frequency, or at every frequency. The distinction between these questions is precisely the presence of frequencies wc where Lo( jw,) E W+. As discussed in Section 3, the presence of even one such point is enough to ensure that KO is infinity-norm optimal for some 2-block problem. Also, it is enough to ensure that IS( j w ) ( and IT(jw)l cannot both be decreased at some (such) frequencies.
The case of constant loop gains in Theorem 4.1 has to be considered separately. It is easy to see that a closed loop with constant loop gain & is 2-block-2-norm optimal or 2-block-infinity-norm optimal iff Lo 2 0.
ITo(jo)(forall w
that Lo(jw,) E (0, CO).
Example
Suppose that the plant and the given controller are
The loop gain has only one W+ contact frequency. It occurs at w = 0. As a result KO is 2-block infinity-norm optimal. Choose Wl = S;' and W2 = Tr', then 1 WI so(jw)12 + I W~G ( jw)12 = 2 VU E R U {CO) and no other controller can reduce this quantity at o = 0 because L(0) = [ %I2 = 1 (see Lemma 3.1). Therefore, no other controller can reduce the infinity-norm of the above quantity. It follows that KO is infinity-norm optimal for the weights given. It is not 2-norm optimal (it violates Parts (c) and (d) of Thm 4.1). Indeed, the controller Kl = simultaneously reduces the modulus of both S and T at every o except at w = 0. It is clear that KO is therefore a poor choice of controller. Thus, we have the (perhaps surprising) situation where KO is infinity-norm optimal, but it is a poor controller.
Why Solve Inverse Problems?
Why solve inverse problems? Apart from the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake, the authors believe that there are convincing practical reasons for solving the inverse problems treated in this paper.
As is usual, 9&, denotes the set of all stable transfer functions.
Extensive use will be made of the Youla parameterization of all stabilizing controllers. Every reasonable controller should be a possible out-
The above analysis shows that %&, optimization does not always give a reasonable result. On the other hand, 5% optimization always gives a reasonable result, and can in principle find all reasonable controllers. Clearly, this observation has implications for controller design. It also raises the issue of how 9-l& design software deals with (or should deal with) problems having R+ contact frequencies and with weights which make these points tight. This may help to make %& loopshaping software easier to use, and may reduce the number of design iterations needed. The answer to an inverse problem depends on the rules for weight selection. Clearly, it would be desirable to know the complete, minimum set of rules for weight selection in 9 & synthesis which ensure that the result is always reasonable.
All in all, the author's believe that solving such inverse problem's improves the theoretical foundations of loopshaping.
come (i.e. be produced by some ( Wl , Wz)).
Appendix
This appendix is devoted to proving the theorems presented above. First, some further notation will be needed. 
Then, 3Ql E %& such that I S l ( j o ) l < ISo(jw)l Vw E R U {CO) ifand only i f P ( K 0 ) I Z(G0).
Pro05 Suppose that there is some Ql E % ! & which strictly reduces IS(jo)l at every frequency including infinity. Then Note also that, recalling the definitions of Section 3, For the converse, suppose that P(K0) >_ Z(C0). Then Proo$ This is a standard projection argument, see [4] . H Lemma 7.4. Let R be a rational frcnction without imaginary poles. Then 3 W # 0 strictly proper; such that
P(W*WR) = O @ P ( R ) < Z(R).
Proof: Suppose P( W* WR) = 0. Then finity, for sufficiently small 6 > 0.
Now W*W has as many unstable poles as it has stable poles, and it has many unstable zeros as it has stable zeros.
Therefore, being strictly proper, we have that 
Conversely, if P ( R ) < Z ( R ) then ~( s )
:
Proot The Youla Parameterization gives that
WiS= Wi(DNQ+ DV)= WlDNQ+ WiDV.
Next, parameterize W1 as W1 = WS;' = WD-lV-' with W the free parameter. Note that I( W1Soll2 = II Wll2, so W is free to the extend that it has finite 2-norm, i.e., is strictly proper and has no imaginary poles. Now Wl S = W $ Q + W. Therefore, 
Now, w n o ( b ) can be evaluated by counting its R+ crossovers: w n o ( h ) = D ( h ) -U ( h ) . This gives D(LQ) -U(&) = ~( G O )
+ z ( K o ) -GO) -~( K o ) .
Lemma7.8. Suppose that assumptions
This shows that (8) is the same as that
Finally, note that wno($) = Z ( $ ) -P($) = P(G0) -Z(K0). So, using Lemma 7.7, That 
